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Abstract: Investors are increasingly relying on Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) indexes to obtain a third-party assessment of corporate sustainability performance. Various ESG indexes are, therefore, released by prominent rating agencies, including MSCI, Sustainalytics, Refinitiv, etc. However, existing ESG indexes overvalue the usage of massive ESG metrics while ignoring various ESG disclosure levels, leading to critical issues such as limited company coverage, inflexible ESG framework, and obscure assessment processes. This paper proposes a novel Dual ESG Index (DESGI) model using blockchain technology to provide a flexible and transparent corporate sustainability assessment. Firstly, the DESGI model is developed by analogy to the rationale and concepts of the academic credit system due to its advantages of scalability and flexibility. Secondly, blockchain is used to build a transparent environment for ESG assessment. Thirdly, the smart contract and crypto token, as the core blockchain constructs, are used to achieve the dual-dimensional ESG depth and width assessment using ESG GPA and ESG credit, respectively. Finally, a case study is carried out to validate the DESGI by using real-life ESG data and comparing it with four existing ESG indexes. Several managerial implications are also found: (1) DESGI can expand the scope of companies evaluated by ESG criteria regardless of company size or scale; (2) DESGI provides a good potential to fight against greenwashing through the blockchain-based traceability; (3) DESGI can identify the ESG elites who disclose fewer ESG metrics but with excellent ESG performances, which can hardly be achieved using traditional ESG indexes.
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ESG assessment, also known as ESG rating, assesses a corporate sustainability performance in the natural environment, social conditions, and governance practices \cite{8,9}. The primary goal of ESG rating is to capture the corporate ESG performance so that the investors can integrate the rating data into their business analysis and valuation tools \cite{5}. The functions of ESG rating contain three aspects: (1) Reducing the non-financial information asymmetry between listed companies and investors; (2) providing investors with credible rating services; (3) promoting the financial assets allocation within considerable risks. With the increasing awareness of the importance of ESG rating, both research bodies and industrial institutions have explored ESG rating solutions.

Previous studies present some representative ESG assessment solutions from both industrial and academic fields. In the industrial field, Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) developed a rule-based ESG Index (CCC–AAA) \cite{10}. Refinitiv \cite{11} provided an expert-based ESG index (D–A). Similarly, Sustainalytics \cite{12} developed an expert-based ESG Risk Index (Negligible–Severe) to measure a company’s exposure and management of industry-specific ESG risks. In the academic field, researchers also contribute to various ESG assessment methodologies. For example, Zhou et al. \cite{13} developed a composite sustainability index to achieve the best combination for a normalization–weighting–aggregation scheme. More recently, Sokolov et al. \cite{14} proposed an approach to constructing the ESG index using news and social media data combined with deep learning techniques for Natural Language Processing. Despite many merits provided by the existing ESG indexes, there are still the following observed challenges:

- **Limited company coverage.** According to the investigation by the OECD \cite{15}, the current ESG rating methodologies consist of a unified framework with hundreds of ESG metrics. However, these methodologies somehow ignore various ESG disclosure levels due to differences in industries, geographies, company sizes, etc. \cite{16–18}. Large listed companies usually have the abundant resources, capacities, or even the necessity to disclose all the hundreds of ESG metrics to avoid cross-country laws risks or comply with multiple regulations by stock markets \cite{17,19}. In contrast, small or middle-size listed companies only disclose parts of ESG information to meet the basic ESG regulation, let alone the non-listed companies \cite{17,20,21}. As a result, the current ESG rating remains at a limited scope;

- **Inflexible ESG framework.** Different from the credit rating framework focusing on finance-related data \cite{22}, the ESG rating framework has a wider scope covering environmental, social, and governance data from the listed companies. A typical ESG rating framework has characteristics such as multi-layer, multi-type, and multi-correlation \cite{23}. This means that the weights of the ESG metrics are usually fixed through experts’ knowledge and the analytic hierarchy process \cite{24,25}. It is inflexible to update (e.g., add, delete, modify) the ESG metrics in SESGIs’ rating framework since the ESG metrics are mutually related and affected. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a flexible ESG rating framework to reflect the dynamic sustainability assessment requirements;

- **Obscured ESG assessment processes.** According to S&P Global \cite{26}, transparent ESG scoring is an essential tool for market participants to evaluate and optimize their societal impact. However, ESG rating processes have been long questioned as an obscure process due to the lack of ESG data traceability and reliability. As a result, ESG rating agencies face barriers such as insufficient quality of ESG data, ESG greenwashing, etc. \cite{27,28}. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a transparent solution to store, integrate, and share ESG data.

To overcome the challenges, this paper introduces a Dual ESG Index (DESGI) for corporate sustainability assessment using blockchain technology. Firstly, the theoretical DESGI model, which borrows the rationale and concepts from the academic credit system, combines ESG credit and ESG GPA, measuring the depth and width of corporate sustainability performance. It brings advantages such as scalability and flexibility into ESG rating \cite{29}. Secondly, the use of blockchain ensures reliable ESG data storage and sharing among ESG
stakeholders due to its advantageous features, such as traceability and transparency [30]. Moreover, as the core blockchain constructs, the smart contract is used to provide a reliable rule-based ESG GPA assessment due to advantages such as automatic execution and high reliability, while the crypto token is used for ESG credit assessment to quantify the width of ESG disclosure. Thirdly, the case study is conducted using real ESG data from 80 textile and apparel companies in 2021 to verify the feasibility of the blockchain-based DESGI. Finally, sensitivity analysis is conducted to verify the stability and feasibility of the DESGI model, as well as to benchmark the DESGI merits and deficiencies. Therefore, the objectives of this paper are as follows:

- To develop the DESGI model for enriching the ESG assessment dimensions by borrowing key concepts from the academic credit system;
- To build a blockchain-based DESGI framework to provide a transparent ESG assessment;
- To use smart contracts and crypto tokens to assess ESG GPA and ESG credit for measuring the depth and width of corporate sustainability performance;
- To conduct a case study to verify the feasibility of the proposed DESGI model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review of the ESG assessment and blockchain-based sustainability application. Section 3 presents the modeling of the DESGI. Section 4 presents the DESGI implementation using blockchain technology. The case study is presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the conclusion and future research.

2. Literature Review

2.1. ESG Assessment

ESG assessment, also known as ESG rating, assesses a firm’s performance in the natural environment, social conditions, and governance practices [8]. The typical ESG assessment methodologies are summarized from two streamlines: academic research and industrial practice.

From an academic perspective, ESG assessment shares similar concepts with sustainability assessment, sustainability index, ESG index, etc. [31–33]. For example, Zhou, Tokos, Krajnc, and Yang [13] developed a composite sustainability index using distance to a reference–benefit of the doubt–linear aggregation. Ahi, Searcy, and Jaber [34] proposed a probabilistic model for assessing corporate sustainability performance where variables used to measure performance are dependent on one another. More recently, Sokolov et al. [35] proposed an approach to automatically convert unstructured text data into ESG scores by using deep learning for natural language processing. García et al. developed a rough set model to relate ESG scores to corporate financial performance measures [36] and analyze the trade-off between return, risk, and corporate social responsibility using a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II [37]. From a macro perspective, Athari found an interesting phenomenon that the sovereign ESG also makes an impact on a firm’s stability and profitability [38,39]. Admittedly, DESGI can be applied to the sovereign ESG assessment. However, the focus of this paper is to introduce the DESGI methodology using corporate sustainability performance as a demo case.

From an industrial perspective, ESG rating agencies have developed representative ESG assessment methodologies from an industrial practice perspective. For example, MSCI [10] develops a rule-based ESG Index with the consideration of annual ESG reports and daily media sources. Refinitiv [11] provides an expert-based ESG index combining annual ESG data and regular ESG controversial data. Similarly, Sustainalytics [12] develops an expert-based ESG Risk Index to measure a company’s exposure and management of industry-specific ESG risks, ESG score/index. These ESG assessment methodologies share similarities including similar data sources, ESG controversies consideration, and industry-specific weighting, which provides the advantages of simplicity and high efficiency.
2.2. Blockchain-Based Sustainability Application

Blockchain, as a distributed ledger, is a time-stamped series of decentralized and immutable data records [40]. The blockchain-based sustainability application has been explored by many scholars, among which some representative studies are reviewed as follows.

To explore the prospects of blockchain in sustainability applications, some researchers discussed the concerns about blockchain’s scalability and massive energy consumption [41–43]. But, these concerns are usually related to Bitcoin or Ethereum-based blockchain. This paper uses Hyperledger Fabric due to its advantages, such as scalability and flexibility [44]. Moreover, we use the Raft as the consensus algorithm, which would be less energy-intensive [45]. On the other hand, to highlight the benefits of blockchain-based supply chain management, Mukherjee et al. [46] identified the key benefits are data privacy, decentralization, immutability of data, smart contracts, improved sustainability, the building of resilient supply chains, transparency, and shared databases. Shojaei, Wang, and Fenner [47] proposed a blockchain information system to perform as an infrastructure to evaluate built asset sustainability accurately.

From the two streams of literature reviewed, the key observations are made as follows: (1) The existing literature on ESG rating mainly focuses on a single-dimension weighted sum of a unified ESG framework, which lacks the flexibility and wider company coverage considering the varied ESG disclosure levels by listed companies; (2) existing research on blockchain-based sustainability application is still at the infancy stage despite many insightful blockchain framework proposals. To fill this gap, this research aims to develop a DESGI model for corporate sustainability assessment using Hyperledger Fabric.

3. Modeling of Dual ESG Index

This section introduces the modeling of the DESGI by integrating ESG credit and ESG GPA. First, we provide an analogy between academic credit and the ESG ecosystem, and we analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the academic credit system for its application to the ESG ecosystem. Second, we define the DESGI concepts such as ESG degree, ESG GPA, and ESG credit. Third, the DESGI fusion model is built using ESG credit and ESG GPA.

3.1. Analogy from Academic Credit System to ESG Ecosystem

The academic credit system can be traced back to Germany in the early 1900s when educator Humboldt put forward the propositions of “freedom of teaching” and “freedom of learning” [48]. The academic credit system allows students to choose from the prescribed courses [49]. Two key dimensions measure the course performance: GPA and credits. GPA measures the depth/quality of the holistic course performance, while credit measures the width of course performance. Moreover, an academic degree is somehow determined by the accumulated course credits.

To borrow the rationales and concepts from the academic credit system into the ESG ecosystem, we made an analogy between the academic credit system and the ESG ecosystem, as shown in Figure 1. In the academic credit system, the students need to enroll in the relevant courses and take the exams while the teachers assess the student’s academic performance. Moreover, total course credits and GPA are two key criteria to evaluate the students’ academic performances. In the ESG ecosystem, likewise, the listed companies need to select relevant ESG metrics and conduct ESG reporting, while the ESG rating agencies assess the ESG index of the listed companies. Therefore, both systems share many similarities, and some concepts could be mirrored below:

- Curriculum vs. ESG guide/framework. The curriculum refers to the guidelines provided by an education board for a student in a specific faculty while undergoing a particular program. The ESG guides/frameworks refer to the guidelines provided by international organizations or stock exchanges for listed companies to conduct ESG reporting, such as the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB), Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), etc.;
Moreover, the major advantages and disadvantages of applying the academic credit system to ESG rating include flexibility in the ESG assessment framework [29], adaptability to listed companies in different scales and industries [50], rigor in disclosing necessary ESG metrics [51], and dual-dimension assessment (credit and GPA) [52]. On the other hand, the disadvantage that can be transformed into an ESG rating is the increased complexities in ESG rating. For example, compared with traditional single-dimension assessment, the DESGI needs to first confirm how many ESG metrics the listed companies have disclosed and then calculate how many ESG GPA/credits the listed companies can obtain according to the ESG metrics categories. In summary, the DESGI framework can bring more benefits such as flexible ESG assessment framework, broadened company coverage, comprehensive ESG assessment despite the increased assessment complexity.

3.2. Definition of Key DESGI Concepts

Table 1 presents the credit and GPA-inspired ESG concepts based on the analogical reasoning method. Most credit and GPA-inspired ESG concepts can directly map with the concepts of the ESG ecosystem, such as ESG guide, ESG metrics, etc. But, two novel ESG concepts are inferred and defined: ESG degree and ESG course category, which do not exist in the traditional ESG ecosystem.
Table 1. Definition of credit and GPA-inspired ESG concepts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Credit and GPA-Inspired ESG Concept</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ESG curriculum</td>
<td>Refers to the guidelines with detailed requirements for an ESG degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ESG degree</td>
<td>Refers to a positioning indicator to demonstrate the ESG disclosure level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ESG course</td>
<td>Refers to the ESG metrics with their KPIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ESG course category</td>
<td>Distinguishes the ESG course into different course categories, such as compulsory courses and elective courses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ESG credit</td>
<td>Refers to the weight of an ESG course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ESG GPA</td>
<td>Refers to the overall GPA of all selected ESG courses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An academic degree is useful to provide employers with the recognition of students’ professional levels. Likewise, an ESG degree, as a positioning indicator, is designed to provide an incremental hierarchical ESG framework with four levels, including a diploma, bachelor’s, master’s, and doctorate degree. For example, investors require an ESG master’s degree or above when investing in high-polluting manufacturing industries. The ESG degree is assessed by ESG rating agencies based on the earned ESG credits. The higher the ESG degree is, the wider the ESG disclosure is.

3.3. DESGI Model

Figure 2 presents the DESGI fusion workflow through the ESG credit and GPA. The left side of Figure 2 shows the ESG credit assessment. To assess if the listed company can obtain the ESG credits, the ESG rating agency (rater, in short) needs firstly to acquire ESG reports from the blockchain system. Then, the rater selects the newest version ESG curriculum to guide the assessment activities. In addition, the ESG courses are enrolled into the five ESG course categories using the data in ESG reports. Thus, the selected ESG credits by the listed companies could be determined based on the enrolled ESG courses. The eligible ESG courses will be sent to conduct the GPA assessment. If the courses’ GPA value is no less than one, the relevant ESG credits will be distributed to the listed company. The middle side of Figure 2 presents the ESG GPA assessment. To calculate the overall ESG-GPA, there are four steps: ESG data preprocessing, smart contract creation for ESG course assessment, GPA calculation of ESG course, and overall ESG GPA calculation.

The right side of Figure 2 provides the DESGI fusion process using ESG credit and ESG GPA. Equation (1) presents the model to calculate the DESGI following the Hurwicz criterion principle [53].

\[
\text{DESGI} = \alpha \times \frac{\text{Credit}}{50} + \beta \times \text{GPA} 
\]

where \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) refer to the adjustable parameters of the ESG credit and ESG GPA, respectively. The adjustable parameters could be determined by investor preferences. Credit refers to all the ESG credits obtained by a listed company. GPA refers to the overall ESG GPA of a listed company.

The obtained values of ESG credits are divided into four ESG degrees, including diplomas, bachelor’s, master’s, and doctorate. For example, once the obtained ESG credits are between 100 to 150, the listed company can obtain the ESG bachelor’s degree. To normalize the effect between ESG credit and GPA in DESGI, the values of ESG credits are divided by 50, which is the minimum number of credits required by the ESG diploma. The ESG GPA adopts the 4.0 credit mechanism, which is like the university GPA system. At the same time, the GPA values are divided into four levels: Fail, Pass, Good, and Excellent. The red area in the Figure refers to that the listed companies have ESG credits between 100 to 150 as a “Bachelor” degree and obtain an ESG GPA value between 2.0 to 3.0 as a “Good” level.
Figure 2. DESGI fusion workflow through ESG credit and GPA.

4. Framework of Blockchain-Based DESGI

Figure 3 presents the framework of the blockchain-based DESGI, which inherited the blockchain infrastructure and apparel scenario from previous research [33]. The blockchain-based DESGI framework consists of three main layers: ESG data sources, key blockchain-based DESGI, and key users.

Firstly, ESG data sources are collected from the apparel factory. According to the initial investigation in the collaborating apparel company, the ESG data are usually collected with two methods: IoT technologies for environmental data collection (e.g., smart electricity meter, smart water meter, etc.) and enterprise information systems for the social and governance data collection, such as Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP), Manufacturing Execution System (MES), and Human Resources System (HRS).

Secondly, the blockchain-based DESGI is built based on the Hyperledger Fabric due to its advantages of flexibility and high efficiency. The core blockchain constructs include distributed ledger, smart contract, crypto token, blockchain monitoring, and Interplanetary File System (IPFS). The blockchain ledger is used to store and share ESG data among ESG stakeholders in an immutable and transparent manner. The smart contract is used to assess the ESG GPA based on the predefined ESG rules. The crypto token is used to quantify the ESG credits obtained by the listed companies. Blockchain monitoring is developed based on Hyperledger Explorer. IPFS is used as a repository for large-size files, such as ESG reports, real-time environmental data, etc. Finally, DESGI is integrated by ESG GPA, ESG credits, and investor preference parameters.

Thirdly, ESG assessment service is designed for a certain type of user, including DESGI fusion service, rule-based ESG GPA assessment service, and performance-based ESG credit assessment service. For instance, the DESGI fusion service is designed for external ESG stakeholders (e.g., investors) to present the overall E-S-G-DESJI performance, check the historical DESGI performance, and compare the peer DESGI performance. In contrast, rule-based ESG GPA assessment services and performance-based ESG credit assessment services are backed services enabled by smart contracts.
4.1. ESG GPA Assessment Using Smart Contract

Inspired by the academic GPA assessment method, Equation (2) shows the assessment of the overall ESG GPA:

$$ESGGPA_i = \frac{\sum C_j \times G_{ij}}{\sum C_j}$$ (2)

where ESG−GPA$_i$ refers to the overall ESG GPA of the $i_{th}$ company, $C_j$ refers to the credit of $j_{th}$ ESG course, $G_{ij}$ refers to the $j_{th}$ ESG course of the $i_{th}$ company.

Figure 4 presents the ESG GPA assessment using the rule-based versioning smart contract. The left side of the Figure discusses the creation of the versioning smart contract for ESG GPA assessment processes, including smart contract definition, configuration, deployment, and execution. The ESG GPA assessment rules borrow the practices in the academic credit system. For example, only the top 5% of listed companies obtain a GPA “of 4.0”, and the listed companies ranging from 5% to 15% obtain a GPA “of 3.5”, etc., which provides the ranking foundation for ESG course assessment. The right side of the Figure presents the code sample of the versioning smart contract for the ESG GPA assessment. The input of the smart contract is the ESG data, while the output is the ESG GPA. There are five steps to achieve the smart contract-enabled ESG GPA assessment:

**Step 1:** Standardize the ESG course. There are ESG data types, including string, numerical, and Boolean. It is necessary to standardize the raw ESG data in the ESG course;

**Step 2:** Rank the ESG data. The rule-based ranking method provides a foundation to distinguish ESG performances based on grade proportions. Therefore, the ESG courses are evaluated by this simple but effective approach;
Step 3: Give the grade point to listed companies based on the ranking. The ESG course GPA will be distributed to each listed company using the smart contract rules from the ranking results;

Step 4: Repeat Step 1 to Step 3 until all ESG data are assessed;

Step 5: Calculate the overall ESG GPA using \( G = \frac{\sum C_j \times G_j}{\sum C_j} \), in which \( \sum C_j \) refers to the selected ESG credits assessed by the rater.

Figure 4. ESG GPA assessment using a rule-based versioning smart contract.

4.2. ESG Credit Assessment Using Crypto Token

Figure 5 presents the workflow of ESG credit assessment using crypto tokens. It includes two processes: ESG credit assessment and ESG degree assessment. ESG credit assessment determines how many crypto tokens the listed company can earn according to the passed ESG courses’ credits. Based on the ESG credits assessment, the ESG degree assessment determines which types of ESG degrees confer to the listed companies to demonstrate the ESG disclosure levels.

Figure 5. The workflow of ESG credit assessment using crypto tokens.
To assess the ESG credits obtained by a listed company, there are five steps. Firstly, we need to confirm the ESG courses selected by the listed company. Secondly, the ESG GPAs of these selected ESG courses are uploaded into the ESG GPA verifier. Notably, the ESG GPA verifier has a system administrator with massive mined crypto tokens, and it is used to assess if the ESG GPA value is no less than one. If the ESG GPA value is not less than one, the system administrator will transfer the tokens to the listed company according to the ESG course’s credits. At the same time, the transaction of the passed ESG course by the listed company will be sent to the ledger, while the “World State” will be updated to record the accumulated ESG credits in the listed company account. If the ESG GPA value is less than one, the system administrator will send a transaction to the ledger to record the failed ESG course of the listed company, while the “World State” will not be updated since there is no token transferring.

To assess the ESG degree, the smart contract needs to verify the total ESG credits obtained by the listed company. As designed in Figure 2, the threshold of ESG credits for ESG bachelor, master, and doctorate degrees are 100, 150, and 200, respectively. Moreover, certain requirements can be checked such as the minimum credits requirements in the compulsory course category, which are beneficial to fight greenwashing. Finally, the listed company can be conferred with the relevant ESG degree as a certificate to demonstrate its width of ESG disclosure level.

5. Case Study

The textile and apparel industry is considered to be one of the world’s most polluting industries, where various ESG challenges are met e.g., hazardous waste, carbon emission, and even child labor, etc. Motivated by this consideration, the research team, along with the collaborating companies in the textile and apparel industry, work together on an ongoing blockchain ESG project to lead the industry towards a transparent ESG rating environment and benchmark ESG performances. Therefore, the case study selects the textile and apparel industry to verify the feasibility of DESGI.

5.1. ESG Data Source

ESG data source is collected from ESG reports of 80 textiles and apparel listed companies in 2021. These companies are selected based on three considerations: (1) wide geographic varieties; (2) varied market capabilities; (3) maximum overlapped companies with existing ESG ratings. The collected raw ESG data are accessible using the GitHub link (https://github.com/Levis62/DESGI-dataset.git), (accessed on 20 April 2023). After the ESG data collection, Table 2 shows the ESG data preprocessing methods.

The ESG data can be categorized into three types: Numerical, Boolean, and String. Firstly, numerical data contain the KPIs with two value types: benefit criteria (the larger, the better) and cost criteria (the smaller, the better). Secondly, Boolean data refer to the KPIs with an answer such as disclosed/non-disclosed, yes/no, and true/false. Thirdly, string data refer to the descriptive ESG data, such as product responsibility, anti-corruption, etc. The three types of ESG data are preprocessed using the following methods:

- The numerical KPI is transformed into the data intensity to make the data comparable. The data intensity provides an equal comparison regardless of company scale and unit standard. For example, GHG emission intensity is calculated using the total GHG emission value to divide the total revenue;
- The Boolean KPI refers to the ESG criteria that are disclosed or not. The disclosed data are represented by “1”, while the non-disclosed data are represented by “0”;
- The string KPI refers to the descriptive ESG data. The string data are classified into three categories: hard information, soft information, and missing information. Currently, the classification of the three categories of ESG criteria is confirmed manually.
Table 2. The ESG data preprocessing and GPA assessment methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Typical KPIs/Courses</th>
<th>Method of Data Transformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Numerical KPI</td>
<td>■ KPI A1.2-GHG emission</td>
<td>Step 1: Unit standardization; Step 2: Data intensity transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>■ KPI B3.1-The percentage of employees trained by gender and employee category</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage I: ESG data preprocessing</td>
<td>Boolean KPI</td>
<td>■ KPI A2.2.1-Is there any issue in sourcing water</td>
<td>$Score_b = \begin{cases} 1, &amp; value = Disclosed / Yes \ 0, &amp; value = Null / No \end{cases}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>String KPI</td>
<td>■ KPI B1.1-Total workforce by gender, employment type, age group, and geographical region</td>
<td>$Score_s = \begin{cases} 1, &amp; value = Hard information \ 0.5, &amp; value = Soft information \ 0, &amp; value = Non-disclosed / Null \end{cases}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage II: ESG GPA assessment</td>
<td>The course with quantitative ESG KPI(s)</td>
<td>■ A1 GHG emission</td>
<td>Step 1: Rank the quantitative ESG KPIs; Step 2: Distribute the courses’ GPAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The course with qualitative ESG KPI(s),</td>
<td>■ B3 Development and Training</td>
<td>Step 1: Calculate the disclosure rate: DisclosureRate = $\frac{\text{Numbers of Disclosed KPIs}}{\text{Numbers of Total KPIs}}$; Step 2: Rank the disclosure rate; Step 3: Distribute the courses’ GPAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The course with both quantitative and qualitative ESG KPIs</td>
<td>■ B2 Health and Safety</td>
<td>Step 1: Separate the course KPIs into quantitative KPIs and qualitative KPIs; Step 2: Process course KPIs using the combined methods above two; Step 3: Integrate the GPAs of partial quantitative and qualitative ESG KPIs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the data preprocessing, the standardized ESG data will be uploaded into the blockchain system. Then, the predefined smart contracts handle the standardized ESG data based on predefined ESG GPA rules. Finally, listed companies can obtain relevant E-S-G GPA and credits.

To achieve the DESGI assessment, we construct the three ESG curriculums for ESG bachelor, master, and doctorate degrees in the textiles and apparel industry, which can be checked in the below link (https://github.com/Levis62/DESGI-dataset.git), (accessed on 20 April 2023). Inspired by [54], the design principle of the ESG curriculums is “The higher the ESG degree is, the more ESG courses are needed”. Specifically, (1) ESG bachelor’s curriculum contains the basic quantities of ESG courses required by the stock exchange; (2) ESG master’s curriculum contains the middle quantities of ESG courses by inheriting the ESG bachelor’s curriculum and referencing the GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards due to its wide adoption in ESG industry; (3) ESG doctorate curriculum contains the most quantities of ESG courses by inheriting the ESG master’s curriculum and referencing SASB standards since it provides industry/sector-specific ESG disclosures. As a result, the three ESG curriculums construct the incremental ESG framework. To demonstrate the feasibility of the DESGI, an assumption is made: the credit of all ESG courses is equal to 6. The impact of different ESG credits on the ESG course will be conducted using sensitivity analysis. For applying the DESGI model in other industries, the ESG curriculums need to be updated according to industry standards. The higher the ESG degree is, the more industrial ESG metrics are involved. But, the DESGI assessment principle and methodology will stay the same as the textiles and apparel industry.
5.2. Blockchain-Based DESGI Implementation

Based on the framework proposed in Section 4, this section presents the blockchain-based DESGI implementation, including the prerequisites, development and deployment environments, and technologies used for the development and deployment of the blockchain-based DESGI.

Table 3 presents the development and deployment environments for the blockchain-based DESGI. In the development stage, Visual Studio Code is used as the integrated development environment, based on the development method of back-end and front-end separation, to accelerate the development process. We chose Hyperledger Fabric 2.2 as a back-end platform because it is a long-time support distributed ledger solution with high degrees of confidentiality, flexibility, and scalability. In the front end, we use the React.js framework to develop various DESGI services, which can be checked in the following sections. In the deployment stage, the blockchain-based DESGI is deployed in Ubuntu Linux 20.04 (64 bits, 4 CPUs, 4 GB RAM, 40 GB ROM). The DESGI contains three nodes, including the listed company node, ESG rater node, and platform servicer node. The behavior of the BESG platform is monitored by Hyperledger Explorer. We have set the consensus algorithm as Raft due to its high performance.

Table 3. Development and deployment environment for the blockchain-based DESGI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation Stage</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Integrated Development Environment</td>
<td>Visual Studio Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Back-end</td>
<td>Hyperledger Fabric 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Node.js V0.5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blockchain Monitor: Hyperledger Explorer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Front-end</td>
<td>React.js Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>Windows 10, 64-bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment</td>
<td>Listed company node, ESG rater node, platform servicer node</td>
<td>Ubuntu Linux 20.04 (64 bits, 4 CPUs, 4 GB RAM, 40 GB ROM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consensus Algorithm</td>
<td>Raft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blockchain Environment</td>
<td>Hyperledger Fabric 2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 presents the interaction between the DESGI service and the Hyperledger blockchain. The top side of Figure 6 shows the front-end interface of the DESGI service. It is designed to track ESG performances from historical and peer perspectives. The ESG raters can easily check the DESGI performances of a specific company and compare these performances with its peers by clicking the “View”, and “Compare” buttons. Notably, the front-end interface includes the DESGI performances of 80 listed textile companies, including ESG GPA, ESG credits, DESGI, etc. The adjustable investor preferences ($\alpha$ and $\beta$) are used to integrate the ESG GPA and ESG credits into the DESGI. The total ESG credits are quantified by the blockchain token based on the obtained ESG course credits so as to determine the final ESG degrees. The bottom side of Figure 6 shows the blockchain monitor, which is the back-end of DESGI. It monitors the blockchain running conditions, such as block numbers, transaction numbers, nodes, transaction details, etc. The user of the blockchain monitor is the platform service provider with high access control rights.
5.3. Results Analysis of DESGI

To analyze the DESGI results, we have deeply investigated the DESGIs of the listed companies from three perspectives: DESGI performance, regional distribution, and company size.

From the DESGI performance perspective, Figure 7 shows the typical assessment results of 15 companies from 80 listed companies in terms of ESG credits, ESG GPAs, and DESGIs. The 15 companies include five top, five middle, and five bottom DESGI performances, respectively. There are three sub-phenomena based on the observation of Figure 7. Firstly, higher ESG credits do not mean a higher ESG GPA, but lower ESG credits mean a lower ESG GPA. This could be explained by the fact that the companies with bottom ESG credits have covered fewer ESG courses below the basic requirements of the ESG guide, so their ESG GPAs will be affected due to the data missing in core ESG courses. It suggests that the wider ESG disclosures by listed companies do not mean a good ESG performance, but fewer ESG disclosures will certainly affect ESG performance. Secondly, a higher ESG degree often means higher DESGI. The ESG degree is determined by the obtained ESG credits. A higher ESG degree means more ESG credits, which implies more ESG consciousness from the listed company’s board. As a result, the listed companies holding an ESG master’s/doctorate degree often have a better ESG performance than the companies holding an ESG bachelor/diploma. It provides insight for the listed companies that hold ESG diplomas to improve their ESG consciousness and strategies. Thirdly, most listed companies obtain ESG master’s and doctorate degrees. It means that, in the selected listed companies, most companies not only follow the ESG guide required by the stock exchange but also have higher ESG standards in ESG reporting.
From the regional distribution perspective, Figure 8a shows the DESGI performances of the listed companies among six regions, including East Asia, the European Union, North America, South and Southern Asia, the United Kingdom, and West Asia. Three observations could be made. Firstly, the listed companies with the top DESGI performances (e.g., DESGI is larger than 4.0) are located in European Union countries, such as Germany, France, and Italy. At the same time, the listed companies in the European Union also show the highest average DESGI performance as “3.52”. It indicates that listed companies in European countries have a holistic high performance over their peers in other regions. They have probably benefited from the multiple laws/rules to regulate business sustainability behaviors. Secondly, the listed companies with the bottom DESGI performances are mainly
located in East Asia and Southeast Asian countries such as China, Malaysia, and Thailand. Moreover, the average DESGI performances of listed companies in East Asia and South and Southeast Asia are 3.14 and 3.13, respectively. This indicates that these developing economies need to pay more attention to their business sustainability policies and that there are fewer same-level regulations in Europe in the emerging South Asian markets. Thirdly, the listed companies in North America and the United Kingdom have middle-level DESGI performances of 3.29 and 3.46, respectively. The listed companies in West Asia only have two samples, which are not representative enough to discuss at this stage.

(a) DESGI performance among different regional distribution

(b) DESGI performance among the different-size companies

Figure 8. The DESGI performances among different regional distribution and different-size listed companies.
From the company size perspective, we divide the listed companies into three categories based on their market capitalization, as shown in Figure 8b. Among the 80 listed companies, 34 small companies refer to market capitalization below 1000 million US dollars, 29 middle companies refer to their market capitalization between 1000 to 10,000 million US dollars, and 17 large companies refer to their market capitalization over 10,000 million US dollars. Two observations are made based on Figure 8b. On the one hand, it is obvious that large companies not only lead the best DESGI performances but also have the highest average DESGI value of 3.68. Moreover, there is no large company obtaining DESGI values below 3.0. In contrast, 42% of small companies and 21% of middle companies have DESGI values below 3.0. It indicates that large companies have ESG advantages over small and middle companies in terms of resources and capacities. On the other hand, small companies have the lowest average DESGI value of 3.08. However, interestingly, there is still a small company, “Geox SPA”, that has a high DESGI value of 4.04. It indicates that the DESGI can help to identify the good ESG performances from small companies, which are useful to build brand value and attract potential sustainable funding.

5.4. Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity analysis is conducted with three objectives: (1) to verify the stability of the proposed DESGI; (2) to discover the potential ESG insights for decision-makers; (3) to validate the DESGI results by comparing them with existing ESG indexes. The sensitivity analysis is organized into three sections. The first section analyzes the influence of the change of the ESG credits on typical ESG criteria, such as GHG emission, supply chain management, anti-corruption, etc. The second section studies the influence of the change in investor preference. The third section compares the DESGI with existing ESG indexes.

5.4.1. Analysis of the Impact of Changing Credits for the ESG Course

The impact of the changing credits for the ESG courses/criteria is analyzed among 15 listed companies, as shown in Figure 9. The 15 companies include companies with 5 top, five middle, and five bottom DESGI performances. Moreover, we selected nine typical ESG courses, including three environmental courses, three social courses, and three governance courses. The credits of ESG courses are formed by scaling the original credit value as \([1, 3, 6, 9, 12]\). In the meantime, the credit values of the remaining ESG courses stay the same as 6.

Figure 9. Impact of changing ESG credits on DESGI.

Figure 9. Cont.
5.4.2. Analysis of the Impact of Investor Preference Parameter

The impact of investor preference on DESGI is analyzed by adjusting two investor preference parameters among the listed companies. The investor preference parameters \((\alpha, \beta)\) are set in five groups as \((1, 0), (0.75, 0.25), (0.5, 0.5), (0.25, 0.75), (0, 1)\). For example, \(\alpha = 1\) and \(\beta = 0\) represent the investor only emphasizes the ESG credits, while \(\alpha = 0\) and \(\beta = 1\) represent the investor emphasizes the ESG GPA, which is basically the same as traditional ESG assessment methodologies.

Figure 10 presents DESGI sensitivity analysis from different investors’ perspectives. Based on Figure 10, there are two key phenomena: (1) The DESGI of each company presents a linear change. Since the changes of \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) represent a different weight combination of ESG credit and ESG GPA, therefore, the DESGI value changes linearly between the ESG credit value and ESG GPA value. (2) Different investors may select different listed companies as the preferred investment portfolio. For example, when \(\alpha = 0\) and \(\beta = 1\), Geox can be the best candidate, while when \(\alpha = 0.5\) and \(\beta = 0.5\), LVMH can be the best candidate. In return, it provides the listed companies with useful insight to make suitable ESG strategies for the trade-off between ESG depth and width in ESG disclosures.

5.4.3. Correlation Analysis

To validate the feasibility of the proposed DESGI, Table 3 presents the Spearman correlation analysis between the proposed DESGI and existing ESG indices. The Spearman correlation coefficient is selected due to the advantages of no preference for the sample distribution or sample volumes. DESGI focuses on 80 listed companies from the textiles and apparel industry, among which Bloomberg ESG rating has covered 46 listed companies, Sustainalytics has covered 30 listed companies, S&P Global has covered 56 listed companies, and Refinitiv has covered 69 listed companies. Therefore, the Spearman coefficient is calculated based on the mutual ESG scores.

Three observations could be made based on Table 4. Firstly, most ESG rating results share a strong correlation since the Spearman coefficient value is larger than 0.6. It indicates that the mainstream ESG rating agencies share consistent ESG assessment results in the textiles and apparel industry. Secondly, Sustainalytics has the lowest correlation with other ESG rating results. This phenomenon could be explained by the fact that Sustainalytics aims to reveal the ESG risks of listed companies, which has a big difference in ESG assessment
framework/metrics with other ESG rating methodologies. Thirdly, most existing ESG Indexes (e.g., Bloomberg, S&P Global, Refinitiv) have a strong correlation with the DESGI ranging from 0.646 to 0.726. This result could demonstrate that there is a good consistent level between DESGI and existing ESG indexes.

Figure 10. DESGI sensitivity analysis from different investors' perspectives.

Table 4. Spearman correlation among the DESGI and existing ESG Indexes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bloomberg</th>
<th>Sustainalytics</th>
<th>S&amp;P Global</th>
<th>Refinitiv</th>
<th>DESGI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>0.693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainalytics</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P Global</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refinitiv</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESGI</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5. Discussion and Implication

Based on the case study, three key findings and the implications are summarized. They could be useful for various ESG stakeholders to optimize ESG strategic and operational decisions.

Firstly, the DESGI performances of textile companies present two interesting features: regional differences and company-size differences. On the one hand, the DESGI performances of textiles and apparel companies in Europe are usually more advantageous than those in developing areas, such as China, Malaysia, and Thailand. This indicates that European areas usually have stricter ESG requirements rather than other regions. From a national ESG policy view, more ESG policies are needed in East and Southeast Asia. On the other hand, large multinational companies usually perform better in relation to ESG credits rather than DESGI performances. Large multinational companies tend to issue more ESG information to avoid potential law risks since they have many overseas businesses.

Secondly, DESGI provides a comprehensive ESG measurement by integrating the ESG credits and ESG GPAs. Through the investor preference parameters, the DESGI not only contains the function of traditional ESG rating using a weighted sum of ESG metrics but also provides a width and depth measurement by integrating ESG credits and ESG GPA. As a result, the DESGI broadens the scope of assessed companies by layering them into different ESG degrees since they have different ESG disclosure levels.
Thirdly, blockchain provides a reliable and transparent DESGI assessment service. A smart contract is used to achieve the rule-based ESG GPA assessment, while the crypto token is used to quantify the ESG credit assessment. Moreover, compared with the traditional centralized database, blockchain offers transparency and traceability from raw ESG data collection to ESG score generation, which provides the potential to fight greenwashing.

6. Conclusions

This paper introduces a DESGI model by borrowing the rationale and concepts from the academic credit system. Through the analogy from the academic credit system to the ESG ecosystem, we develop the DESGI model by integrating ESG credits and ESG GPA. Blockchain-based DESGI is implemented using Hyperledger Fabric, in which smart contracts and crypto tokens are used for ESG GPA assessment and ESG credit assessment, respectively. Based on real ESG data from textiles and apparel 80 listed companies in 2021, the case study is carried out to verify the feasibility and stability of the proposed DESGI model. The sensitivity analysis proves the stability of the DESGI model to reflect the ESG performances with different investment preferences, while the correlation analysis presents the strong correlation between DESGI and existing ESG indexes.

Three contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (1) This paper contributes a novel DESGI model by integrating a dual-dimensional ESG assessment in terms of ESG depth and width. It not only measures the depth of corporate ESG disclosures using ESG GPA but also quantifies the width of corporate ESG disclosures using ESG credits. Compared with traditional ESG Indexes, the DESGI provides a more comprehensive ESG measurement. (2) DESGI enables a flexible ESG assessment framework, which greatly expands the scopes of companies evaluated by ESG criteria. Traditional ESG frameworks are constructed using a united hierarchical framework with hundreds of ESG metrics, which usually focus on the minority of large-size listed companies. DESGI provides hierarchical ESG frameworks by introducing ESG degree (bachelor’s, master’s, and doctorate) concepts considering the different ESG disclosure levels of companies. As a result, not only can more companies be measured by the DESGI framework, but DESGI can also identify the ESG elites who disclose fewer ESG metrics but with excellent ESG performances. This is meaningful in real-world applications, especially for small or middle enterprises (SMEs) to seek sustainable investment. Because SMEs may not have abundant resources for massive ESG metrics disclosures. By adopting DESGI, the SMEs can select a suitable DESIGN framework to disclose the ESG metrics with an acceptable economic and manpower input. (3) Blockchain-based DESGI is proven feasible through the case study using real ESG data. Compared with the previous centralized databases, blockchain provides transparency and traceability for ESG stakeholders, which provides the potential to fight greenwashing.

Future research could be extended from three aspects. Firstly, varied ESG credits are worthy of being explored. It is worth exploring the impact of different ESG course credits on DESGI, which is more practical to real ESG rating scenarios. Secondly, data-driven ESG analytics can provide a great advantage in revealing ESG data insights. More ESG historical data are needed to confirm the ESG credits without subjective preferences under the DESGI framework. Thirdly, real-time ESG risk assessment could be integrated into the DESGI framework. The ESG risk events could happen to a listed company at any time. It is necessary to advance the DESGI to timely reflect the ESG risk index of the listed companies.
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